
     

Prelude to Paul’s 2nd Mission Trip 
4/28/24 (Acts 15:30-41)  

I. The Letter Results In _______ and ____________ - v.30-35 

v.31 - “Rejoiced” - MacArthur writes “Legalism produces 
_____________, ______________, and _____________, while 
grace alone brings _________________ and ____________.” 

II. Paul ____________ a __________________________ - v.36 

The “many other” ______________ in Antioch (v.35) _______ 
Paul to ____________. His desire in v.36 illustrates that God 
had wired him with the ____________ of both a ___________ 
AND a _______________ _____________________. 

v.36 - MacArthur writes that Paul had a “commitment to the 
most effective __________________ strategy of all - building 
________________ believers, not spiritual ______________, 
who are capable of _____________________.” (Eph. 4:11-16) 

III. A __________________ Leads to _____________ - v.37-39 

Verse 39 implies both men were _____-faced-____________ 
at each other. This _____________ scene ________________ 
what Paul later wrote in Ephesians 4:25-32, and it proves: 

●  The _________________ of ___________________  
●  That two men who __________ used ________________  
    were _______________ just like __________  
●  That ____________________ is ____________________ 

v.37-39 - This passage is ________________ because Luke 
does not ___________ who is ___________ and __________. 

Some think that since the _____________ at _____________ 
commended ____________ in ________ the evidence favors 
him. But others say in light of how ____________ ended up, 
that shows that __________________ was ______________. 

IV. Paul & Barnabas __________________________ - v.39-41 

v.39 - Mark ended up ____________ one of the ___________, 
and was later _________________ by ___________ as being 
________________ for the _____________ in II Timothy 4:11. 

v.40 - Silas was a perfect partner for the 2nd mission since 
he 

●  Was a ___________ who could help with _____________  
●  Was a ______________ ______________ with the same  
    ____________________ as Paul  
●  Was a Jerusalem Church leader who added weight to  
    Paul’s message of ____________ salvation by _________ 

Lessons we learn from Acts 15:36-41 include:  
●  The most ___________ Christians still have __________.  
●  _________ people can have strong _________________.  
●  Sometimes God _________________ ________________  
    ministry ________________.  
●  Neither ___________, _______________ or ____________  
    regularly modeled _________________ _____________. 

●  God can ________ difficult situations to His _________.  
There were now ________________ instead of ________.  
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